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FlowCode
FUNDAMENTALS

The following free eBook FlowCode Fundamentals offers an overview and
basic understanding of the science behind FlowCode

with accompanied video lessons.

Become a master of flow and unravel your superhuman potential! 

To  learn more about the FlowCode please visit:

FlowCode website
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https://theflowcode.com
https://theflowcode.com/


Sign up for world’s leading biohacking flow portal with completely 
unique approach toward triggering the optimal state of flow. 

Explore over 700 flow triggers & programs
based on the principles of the FlowCode.

FlowHUB® 7 BIOHACK APPSign up for a 7 DAY FREE TRIAL / Get full access
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https://theflowcode.com
https://theflowhub.com/


JOIN FREE LIVE WEBINARS WITH FLOWCODE EXPERTS

Free live webinars are a perfect opportunity to learn more in depth about the FlowCode & its applications presented through different interesting topics. 
Learn how to use FlowHub® 7 Biohack portal app & start on your journey of finding optimal flow in every situation. 

Find your flow topic and date of the webinar … it’s completely free! Click below.

LIVE FLOW WEBINARS
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https://theflowcode.com
https://theflowcode.com/webinars/


FLOWCODE FUNDAMENTALS / CONTENT
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We will check the theory behind and learn concrete techniques to effectively hack the state of flow.
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Introduction

to the flow state
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“The state of flow, or being “in the zone”, is a state of peak performance. 

“The most desirable state you want to be in.”

“A fluid stream of optimal perception and optimal experience.“    

The flow state is a state we are all seeking.

What is the flow state?

PLAY FLOWCODE LESSON #1Click to watch the FlowCode Lesson “What is a flow state?”
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https://youtu.be/1IMihblnnFc
https://pro.theflowhub.com/flowcode-lessons-real/c/0/i/36653801/flowcode-lesson-1-what-flow-state
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PLAY FLOWCODE LESSON #3Click to watch the FlowCode Lesson “Flow definitions & examples”
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https://youtu.be/MwH0sV9xcSQ
https://pro.theflowhub.com/flowcode-lessons-real/c/0/i/36653801/flowcode-lesson-1-what-flow-state


How does it feel to be in the flow state?

PLAY FLOWCODE LESSON #5Click to watch the FlowCode Lesson “Description of flow personality”
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https://pro.theflowhub.com/flowcode-lessons-real/c/0/i/36653897/flowcode-lesson-5-description-flow-personality
https://youtu.be/bYwguAACiV0


Being at one 

We merge with what we are doing giving us the overwhelming feeling of “being at one”, one with the task at hand, one with your 
actions and emotions, one with everything. Everything feels connected. 

The feeling of ‘being one’ is a byproduct of transient hypofrontality, which is the part of the brain that also creates 
the illusion of perceived separation of self from everything else. In flow, or deep-focused attention, 

this portion of the brain is less active, so we can no longer separate self from others.

Being one with the waves, being one with the mountain, being one with the surroundings, being one with the universe, 
as if there is no sepparation.

How it feels to be in a flow state?
12
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No fear 

Fear only exists in the past and in the future. We all live with the anticipation of fear and anxieties, 
but fear doesn’t exist in the present moment. In the “deep now” present moment fear is absent or contained.

While we are in flow, we are too involved to be concerned about failing. Because we are absorbed in the activity, 
we are only aware of what is relevant to the task at hand without thinking unrelated things. 

By being focused on the activity, anxiety and any other forms of distractions are set aside.

How it feels to be in a flow state?
14
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Contained inner critic 

We limit our sense of self and all of our worries and concerns drift away. 
Side effect of being in the state of flow is self consciousness disappearing to a certain degree, 

because of our down-regulated dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. 

This is our self-monitoring zone. In flow it is less active. 
We are not burdened by it and it doesn’t take up mental space/bandwidth, 

we are less critical and more positive. 

How it feels to be in a flow state?
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Deep immersion

We act with razor sharp focus, our confidence is overwhelmed with certainty, 
our body and mind adapts to  the environment effortlessly. 

We are completely involved in what we are doing. 
We do not feel separated from our actions, we are one with our performance. 

Focus or immersion in a subject area includes the ability to concentrate and the ability to notice the unusual. 
This insightfulness comes as a result of paying attention.

How it feels to be in a flow state?
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Time distortion 

In flow we get an altered perception of time. 
Time can either feel condensed, two hours feel like ten minutes, or expanded, seconds feel like minutes. 

Researchers have found that time is calculated throughout the brain especially the prefrontal cortex of the brain. 
That is why being in flow feels timeless, we lose track of time.

So as we perform in flow and we become more subconscious in our actions, we blur out our perception of the past and the future. 
And in doing so we are pulled deeper into what researchers are now calling ‘the deep now’.

How it feels to be in a flow state?
20
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Active flow control 

The more flow is practiced the deeper and more profound the feeling of it becomes. 
It gives us an overwhelming sense of intentional management over the situation.

It means we gain an active control of the flow, that gives us a powerful sense of being able to manage 
our experiences and their interpretations, manage our perception in general. 

Trying to control events just burns our perception with anxiety and fills us with limiting mental clutter of no value. 
By deactiving from anxiety to control events, we actually gain more sense of control 

... we now ride the flow wave in joyful fearlesness.

How it feels to be in a flow state?
22
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Playfulness 

Emerging into any task with a playful approach creates a feeling of trust and creativity. 
Being playful is being at peace with the environment and oneself. It’s about letting oneself go. 

When one is playful, one is instantly integrated with one’s own self and with the activity. 
We are immersed in the reality in a way that contributes constructively to the beauty of life. 

When we are playful, we are rewarded with the inexhaustible source of the energy of life that lies within us. 
Activities in flow are done for their own sake, for the enjoyment and experience they provide.

How it feels to be in a flow state?
24
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SCIENCE BEHIND

THE FLOWCODE
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The FlowCode is a scientific foundation that decodes & maps
the principles of flow and serves as the ultimate roadmap

for creating and maintaining the state of flow.

ROADMAP TO THE FLOW STATE

FLOWCODE

PLAY FLOWCODE LESSON #2Click to watch the FlowCode Lesson “The FlowCode presentation”
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https://pro.theflowhub.com/flowcode-lessons-real/c/0/i/36653865/flowcode-lesson-2-flowcode-presentation
https://7.theflowhub.com/flowcode-lessons-real/c/0/i/43733867/flowcode-lesson-1-what-flow-state


The following flow chart represents 40 years of development of flow state science 
based on many research papers & time proven concepts that was effectively put 
together by the team of experts from different fields of expertise. 

It provides us with a clarifying overview of how to achieve the flow state and how 
flow evolves into a trait.

Topological mapping of the flow personality

FLOW PERSONALITY MAPPING

PLAY FLOWCODE LESSON #6Click to watch the FlowCode Lesson “How to build a flow personality”
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https://theflowcode.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/FlowCodeOverviewFlowChartBlueWeb-scaled.jpg
https://pro.theflowhub.com/flowcode-lessons-real/c/0/i/36653865/flowcode-lesson-2-flowcode-presentation
https://pro.theflowhub.com/flowcode-lessons-real/c/0/i/36653865/flowcode-lesson-2-flowcode-presentation
https://youtu.be/dLxw2jKFzgY


PLAY FLOWCODE LESSON #7Click to watch the FlowCode Lesson “Transient hypofrontality”

TRANSIENT HYPOFRONTALITY
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https://pro.theflowhub.com/flowcode-lessons-real/c/0/i/36653966/flowcode-lesson-7-transient-hypofrontality
https://youtu.be/P5q5l47hGzY


In nature as in our bodies, everything works in cycles. In this way we can apply the same rules to the experience of flow. 
The flow is never static, it fluctuates based on different conditions that you find yourself in and it has its own wave like quality. 

Within the flow cycle or the flow wave we can recognize four distinct phases. 
It is a scientific approach toward understanding how the flow experience behaves and

how to utilize and harness it in the most effective way. 

PLAY FLOWCODE LESSON #10Click to watch the FlowCode Lesson “Flow wave dynamics”

FLOW WAVE DYNAMICS
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https://pro.theflowhub.com/flowcode-lessons-real/c/0/i/36653966/flowcode-lesson-7-transient-hypofrontality
https://youtu.be/M4-ciCf3YOY


PLAY FLOWCODE LESSON #16Click to watch the FlowCode Lesson “Mental perception bandwidth”

On average we experience 20 - 70 thousand thoughts on any given day, 3000 per hour or 50 per minute, just under one per second.  
The processing capacity of the conscious mind has been estimated by the dr. Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi at 120 bits per second. 
That bandwidth or window, is the speed limit for the traffic of information we can pay conscious attention toat any given time.  

Just decoding speech takes about 60 bits of information per second.
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https://pro.theflowhub.com/flowcode-lessons-real/c/0/i/36653966/flowcode-lesson-7-transient-hypofrontality
https://youtu.be/dLxw2jKFzgY


BUILDING A FLOW

PERSONALITY

3
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• Sensory Flow alignment (influence through perception / senses)
• Cognitive Flow Alignment  (influence through internal cognitive activity)

• Social Flow alignment (influence through social/group context)
• Environmental Flow alignment (influence of enclosing environment on internal Flow)

 

Flow triggers channels are pathways of interventions on the perception of the individual. 
They serve as a tool to trigger all the needed conditions to assure optimal setup to experience flow. 

Basic intention is to bring the perception into realm of total immersion into the present experience 
(transient hypofrontality) and establish a mentally and emotionally safe innner percerption framework. 

It consists of different methods of dissolution, causing a subsequent experience of flow.

PLAY FLOWCODE LESSON #22Click to watch the FlowCode Lesson “Flow trigger channels”

FLOW TRIGGER CHANNELS
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https://pro.theflowhub.com/flowcode-lessons-real/c/0/i/36653966/flowcode-lesson-7-transient-hypofrontality
https://youtu.be/_uB6btbMijc


Flow personality triggers are used to further boost flow personality growth in order 
to create an optimal cognitive perception framework in which flow experience can flourish.

  
Its purpose is to establish a platform to induce a general overarching worldview paradigm, 

a perception filter, creating a reference frame in which flow manifests itself in all of its potential. 

The non-judgmental flow prone internal environment is more likely to foster deeper and more intense flow state, 
creativity and innovation as it emphasizes possibilities, freedom, self-consciousness & responsibility.. 

Experience of flow can only be fully utilized, if there is a cognitive framework that supports it. 

PLAY FLOWCODE LESSON #31Click to watch the FlowCode Lesson “Cognitive flow alignment”

FLOW PERSONALITY ALIGNMENT
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https://pro.theflowhub.com/flowcode-lessons-real/c/0/i/36653966/flowcode-lesson-7-transient-hypofrontality
https://youtu.be/z3semK0xJvs


Cognitive flow alignment

Observer mindset
The observer mindset is defined as the perception that arises from focused attention 

on observing breathing, emotions & thoughts. 

Creating an intentional flow observer means to develop a number of new neural pathways in the brain 
that act as a monitoring system. 

This state of mind is a very different mental process than in normal mode of operation.
Becoming the (flow)observer is a vital step in changing our behavior and emotional reactions. 
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Cognitive flow alignment

Playful mindset
Emerging into any task with a playful approach creates a feeling of trust and creativity. 

Playful mindset is a mode of perception that brings the biggest satisfaction. 

When one is playful, one is instantly integrated with one’s own self and with the activity. Our brain is willing to learn, 
if we provide safe and challenging circumstances that will arouse the learning capabilities. 

Such an environment, the stay and play mode of being, produces a positive hormonal response, 
which an individual is likely to seek more often. 
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Cognitive flow alignment

Awe mindset
Awe mindset provides the basic energy to sustain flow by triggering the initial zest for life. 

Nothing is more mysterious and amazing than the simple fact that anything exists, we exist and we are aware of ourselves. 

Fascination over one’s own existence translates into every area of activities, creating an initial motivational spark. 
To build fascination toward any experience, the simple solution is to adopt “looking through the eyes of a child” approach, 

meaning to look at things as we have never seen them before. 

In this way we are able to restore & maintain our childhish wondering and feel fascination even over simple things.
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Cognitive flow alignment

Transpersonal mindset
Our personalities are a sum of experience, a sum of all the people we interacted with and 

a sum of all the ideas and rules that we learned and adopted along the way. 

In this way, we are inseparable from the larger social environment, since it has been proven, 
that without sufficient interaction, our personalities wouldn’t have evolved at all.

Changing perspective on how your personal identity came into existence is crucial for understanding that you are a part of a larger 
society of minds, a part of humanity. We are all participating in it. 

In this way, our experience of flow can be boosted through mirror neurons as a social reinforcing feedback loop.
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Cognitive flow alignment

Gratitude mindset 

Gratitude puts a situation into perspective. 
Gratitude strengthens relationships, improves health, reduces stress, and in general, makes us happier. 

We are all under the influence of hedonic adaptation ... 
no matter how good something makes us feel, we drift back to where we started. 

It brings perception to a stale, after repeated stimula we become accustomed to it 
and it doesn’t attract or satisfy in the same way as it used to. 
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Cognitive flow alignment

Creator mindset
How we choose to view the world will ultimately define how we live our lives and what comes back to us. 

Creator mindset postulates that we are the creators of the meaning of life, 
our lives matter depending what meaning we assign to them. 

It means we have the power to change our movie script and we have the power to change our lives. 
It allows us to break free from recorded movie scripts we have embed over our lifetime, 

to take charge, adopt an active role and optimize our experience of flow.
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Cognitive flow alignment

Growth mindset
Every living system fights entropy and is evolving. To feel alive we always need to feel like we are growing. 

Scientist are conclusive in their research, that progress equals happiness. 

Even if you are not where you want to be at, if you are  on the road, if you are onto something, 
if you are improving, if you are making progress, you will feel alive and vibrant. 

Growth mindset is a crucial alignment to flow, since it influences our mind 
to stretch ourselves in an effort and enjoy doing it.
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FlowHub® 7 app

walkthrough

4
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FlowHUB® 7 BIOHACK APPSign up for a 7 DAY FREE TRIAL / Get full access

FlowHUB® 7 WalkthroughClick to watch the “FlowHub® 7 Walkthrough video”
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https://theflowhub.com/
https://youtu.be/lz58hy5KMaU
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FLOW TRIGGERS &

PROGRAMS
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Learn how to breathe right 
(practical part)

FlowHUB® 7 BIOHACK APPSign up for a 7 DAY FREE TRIAL / Get full access
54

https://theflowhub.com/


CORRECT POSTURE

Posture correction

Standing or sitting position: 
- head up looking straight forward, 
- jaw parallel to the floor, 
- shoulders down and to the back, 
- spine and hips aligned into one axis. 

CORRECT USE OF DIAPHRAGM
Place one hand on your chest and
other at the upper part of the belly 

Observe movement of the lower hand  
INHALE:  belly out / diaphragm down 

EXHALE: belly in / diaphragm up

Correct diaphragmatic breathing 
correction
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PURSED LIP BREATHING TECHNIQUE
Inhale through nose
- Filtration of air (removal of allergens & irritants)
- Air conditioning (warming & moistening)
- (NO) Nitric oxide (forms when air passes nose ... sterilizes air & opens up airways ...  
   removes bacteria, parasites & viruses) 

Exhale through pursed lips
- Opens up airways
- Additional workload on the body by narrowing exhalation pathway
- Enabling slow and controlled exhale and forcing your body to adapt to breathing speed
- Multitude of positive physiological adaptations, higher lung capacity, tissue oxygenation ...
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Step 2

Exhale through pursed lips (empty lungs)
(follow low pitched cue sound)
*Keep exhaling until you hear an inhale cue

Step 1 

Inhale through nose
(follow high pitched cue sound)
*Keep inhaling until you hear an exhale cue

How to follow sound cues (flow triggers)
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FLOW TRIGGERS

Flow trigger examples using breathwork
 

SLOW BREATHS

Slow paced breathing to music (4/4 - 4/8 - 4/12 breathing pattern). 
Serves as a demonstration of how breathing frequency & prolonged exhalation

influences our mental state.

DOLPHIN BREATHS 
Dolphin breaths include three back to back, progressively longer breath holds with

30 seconds pause in between for recovery.  Serves as a demonstration of 
extreme relaxation influence of increased CO2. 

SLOW BREATHS #29 DOLPHIN BREATHS #7
58

https://pro.theflowhub.com/vagal-flow-alignment-triggers-1/c/0/i/37311727/flow-slow-breaths-21
https://pro.theflowhub.com/vagal-flow-alignment-triggers-1/c/0/i/38422268/dolphin-breaths-1
https://youtu.be/HhjMRk1uxJ8
https://youtu.be/bpLRL1c30M4


FLOW TRIGGERS

Flow trigger examples using breathwork
 

FLOW MEDITATION example

Serves as a cognitive flow trigger and a demonstration of how
slow breathing accompanied with visualization influences our mental state.

BALANCE FLOW TRIGGER SET example 
A powerful combination of breathwork, music & functional balance, strength and stretch

movements, elegantly woven into simple and effective flow trigger sets.

LIGHT MEDITATION #1 BALANCE FLOW TRIGGER
59

https://youtu.be/i7Lr1DbtFYg
https://pro.theflowhub.com/vagal-flow-alignment-triggers-1/c/0/i/37311727/flow-slow-breaths-21
https://youtu.be/z0Ge-PgX2mQ
https://pro.theflowhub.com/vagal-flow-alignment-triggers-1/c/0/i/38422268/dolphin-breaths-1


Flow trigger examples using breathwork

DEEP SLEEP TRIGGER SET

Slow breathing section lowers your overall metabolism and efficiently triggers your body and mind into rest and digest mode. Slower 
you breathe, more relaxed you become, which leads you to a more regenerative sleep.

NIRVANA TRIGGER SET

Nirvana trigger sets use multiple flow channels (breathhwork, kinesiology, sensory flow channels ...)
 to induce flow by pulling you into the present moment

accompanied by deep embodiment.

FLOW TRIGGERS
DEEP SLEEP TRIGGER SET #11 NIRVANA TRIGGER SET #2
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https://pro.theflowhub.com/flow-meditation-triggers/c/0/i/38718082/flow-anchoring-light-meditation-1
https://pro.theflowhub.com/vagal-flow-alignment-triggers-1/c/0/i/37311727/flow-slow-breaths-21
https://youtu.be/DhDWtTOhjes
https://youtu.be/AnkzhczXj7Y


FLOW TRIGGERS

Flow trigger examples using breathwork
 

FlOW BREATHWALK TRIGGERs

Goal of the Flow Breathwalk is to lower your breathing frequency, connect your steps with your breath
and help you achieve conditions for flow through range of channels (sensomotoric, auditory, vagal, environmental), 

while delivering extra oxygenation to every cell of your body.

SEVEN MINDSETS RITUAL

 Seven mindsets ritual includes 10 movements combined into a seamless and flowing sequence
based on breathwork, flow mindsets and intentions.

FLOW BREATHWALK # 8 SEVEN MINDSETS #4
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https://youtu.be/ZLvcYHvRstA
https://pro.theflowhub.com/vagal-flow-alignment-triggers-1/c/0/i/37311727/flow-slow-breaths-21
https://youtu.be/HIzJkgMZCyY
https://pro.theflowhub.com/vagal-flow-alignment-triggers-1/c/0/i/38422268/dolphin-breaths-1


FlowCoach®

course overview
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FLOWCODE COACH TRAILERClick to watch the “FlowCode Coach Course Trailer”

FlowCOACH course websiteSign up for a FlowCode Coach online course
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https://theflowcode.com
https://youtu.be/gFE4YtTAMuI
https://theflowcode.com
https://theflowcode.com/coach-courses/
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FROM FLOW to UNITY

PROJECT UNITY WEBSITEJoin the Project Unity - Let’s unite the world

 We as human kind are in the midst of unprecedented exponential development of all areas of life. On one side stress, uncertainty and frustration
are increasing, minds are overloaded with information, worldviews are fragmented, values are eroding. 

The resulting climate is one of conflict, division, war, anxiety and despair. Society as a whole is plagued with alarming chronic and mental diseases, 
individual and collective depression is looming … all leading to inevitable critical conclusion … it’s time for a paradigm change. 

“What we need is a common ground …
a ground for all of us to grow from and create a new,

improved society that is based on unity.”
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https://www.flow2unity.com/


Our mission spawned from an idea of recognizing the unifying concept of the flow state in many ancient traditions, philosophies and core worldviews
of self actualized individuals, supported by the research in quantum mechanics and latest discoveries in neuroscience. 

Project Unity is built on the premise of the latest interdisciplinary scientific cognitive research of the flow state
as an optimal state of perception, self improvement and transcendence. 

The flow state is used in the creation of the most desirable “reality tunnel” that merges individual with collective, creating a common 
bio-ethical ground for expression of true unity in diversity for the whole human race and promote it in highly organized & structural fashion. 

PROJECT UNITY TRAILERClick to watch “Project Unity Initiation Trailer”

PROJECT UNITY MISSION
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https://youtu.be/Pbzm-hYI55U

